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Abstract. One of the major uncertainties in the understanding of Earth’s climate system is the interaction between solar radiation and aerosols in the atmosphere. Aerosols exposed to high humidity will change their chemical, physical,
and optical properties due to their increased water content.
To model hydrated aerosols, atmospheric chemistry and climate models often use the volume weighted mixing rule to
predict the complex refractive index (RI) of aerosols when
they interact with high relative humidity, and, in general,
assume homogeneous mixing. This study explores the validity of these assumptions. A humidified cavity ring down
aerosol spectrometer (CRD-AS) and a tandem hygroscopic
DMA (differential mobility analyzer) are used to measure
the extinction coefficient and hygroscopic growth factors of
humidified aerosols, respectively. The measurements are performed at 80 % and 90 %RH at wavelengths of 532 nm and
355 nm using size-selected aerosols with different degrees of
absorption; from purely scattering to highly absorbing particles. The ratio of the humidified to the dry extinction coefficients (f RHext (%RH, Dry)) is measured and compared
to theoretical calculations based on Mie theory. Using the
measured hygroscopic growth factors and assuming homogeneous mixing, the expected RIs using the volume weighted
mixing rule are compared to the RIs derived from the extinction measurements.
We found a weak linear dependence or no dependence of
f RH(%RH, Dry) with size for hydrated absorbing aerosols
in contrast to the non-monotonically decreasing behavior

with size for purely scattering aerosols. No discernible difference could be made between the two wavelengths used. Less
than 7 % differences were found between the real parts of
the complex refractive indices derived and those calculated
using the volume weighted mixing rule, and the imaginary
parts had up to a 20 % difference. However, for substances
with growth factor less than 1.15 the volume weighted mixing rule assumption needs to be taken with caution as the
imaginary part of the complex RI can be underestimated.

1

Introduction

A major uncertainty in understanding Earth’s climate system is the interaction between solar radiation and aerosols in
the atmosphere. This interaction is dependent on the physical
and chemical properties of the aerosols and the wavelength
of the incident light. Aerosols can scatter and absorb shortwave (solar) radiation, and therefore changes in the their atmospheric concentrations and/or their chemical, and physical
properties can alter the energy balance of the climate system
and are drivers of climate change (IPCC, 2007). The resulting positive or negative changes in the energy balance due
to these factors are expressed as radiative forcing; the last
report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) showed that, to a great extent, aerosols have a cooling effect (Forster et al., 2007). However, our level of scientific understanding of the radiative forcing effects of aerosols
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in the atmosphere is still low. Specifically, the role of light
absorbing aerosols is poorly understood, as they transform
electromagnetic radiation into thermal energy thereby changing the temperature profiles of their surroundings and reducing the incident solar flux/radiation below the absorbing
aerosols (Schwartz and Buseck, 2000; Streets et al., 2006).
The heating caused by the aerosols can cause a positive topof-atmosphere radiative forcing (Tripathi et al., 2005) if they
decrease the planetary albedo (as seen from space) or if their
single scattering albedo (SSA) is lower than the surface or the
clouds below them. Recently, there is more evidence that carbonaceous aerosols are much more dominant and widespread
in the atmosphere than previously thought (Novakov et al.,
1997; Petzold et al., 2007; Reddy et al., 2005). Consequently,
measuring and deriving their optical properties is critical in
calculating the effects of aerosols on radiative transfer.
Furthermore, there is a complex interaction between
clouds, aerosols and radiation that is still not well constrained. For example, Koren et al. (2007) showed that a belt
of forming and evaporating cloud fragments and hydrated
aerosols, extending kilometers away from the clouds into
cloud-free areas could, have major implications on the estimation of Earth’s radiation budget. This phenomenon has
been termed the “twilight zone”. In the twilight zone, high
relative humidity (RH) is predominant, creating an environment where aerosols can take up water and eventually deliquesce, grow, and become more optically active. Also, cloud
droplets evaporating in this region can leave behind concentrated solution droplets and processed aerosol particles with
complex chemical compositions and sizes with enhanced optical effects.
To attempt to calculate the climatic effects of different
species found in the atmosphere, researches have used chemical transport models for many years. By first assuming a
complex refractive index (RI) and physical properties of the
aerosols (size, shape and state of mixing), most climate modelers obtain scattering and absorption cross sections, and apply those properties to modeled concentrations (Bond and
Bergstrom, 2006). The complex RI (m = n + ik) describes
the scattering (real part, n) and absorption (imaginary part,
k) efficiencies of a substance. At different RH values, water uptake by atmospheric aerosols can occur, altering their
size and composition. This, in turn, changes the complex
refractive index of the aerosols. To accurately predict the
“new” complex RI different theoretical mixing rules are often used (Erlick, 2006). The most common rule is the volume weighted mixing rule, which is often used in chemical transport models that estimate the aerosol direct forcing
(Haywood et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2007b), and in laboratory
studies. Abo Riziq et al. (2007) measured different organic
mixtures to test the validity of this mixing rule for a solution.
Garland et al. (2007) used the volume weighted mixing rule
(assuming complete mixing of the aerosols as they passed
through a humidification stage) to test the performance of
their system and to parameterize the change in the extinction
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coefficient when purely scattering substances (inorganic and
organic) were exposed to an RH of 80 %.
Some laboratory studies have been devoted to understanding the optical properties of purely scattering aerosols
(mostly due to their “cooling effect”) when exposed to high
relative humidity. Garland et al. (2007) parameterized the relative humidity dependence of light extinction at 532 nm for
inorganic ammonium sulfate aerosols, Baynard et al. (2006)
looked at mixtures of NaCl and ammonium sulfate with a
few dicarboxylic acids, and Fierz-Schmidhauser et al. (2010)
measured the scattering dependence of ammonium sulfate
and sodium chloride. Conversely, we could only find two
recent studies (Hasenkopf et al., 2011; Lewis et al., 2009)
which dealt with the optical growth of slightly absorbing particles. Hasenkopf et al. (2011) focused on the optical growth
at 532 nm of organic particles likely to have been present
on early Earth and Titan, and Lewis et al. (2009) studied the
scattering and absorption increase (or reduction) at 530 and
870 nm using three different types of smoke particles.
In this study, we explore the validity of the volume
weighted mixing rule for water soluble absorbing aerosols,
and address the change in the refractive index of absorbing
aerosols when exposed to 80 % and 90 % relative humidity
values, at wavelengths of 355 nm and 532 nm. By doing so,
we attempt to link measured hygroscopic growth (by tandem
hygroscopic DMA measurements), measured extinction (by
cavity ring down aerosol spectroscopy) and model calculations in order to estimate their ability to predict the optical
properties of hydrated aerosols with different absorption extents. Moreover, we investigate how does the ratio of the
extinction coefficient of the humidified aerosols to the dry
extinction coefficient change as a function of size. We also
test a core-shell structure model to explore the differences
between the models for substances with low growth factors
under these hydration conditions.

2
2.1

Methodology
Aerosol optical extinction measurements

To study the RH dependence of aerosols’ optical extinction at 532 and 355 nm, a cavity ring down aerosol spectrometer (CRD-AS), and a scanning mobility particle sizer
(SMPS; TSI model 3081) were used. A schematic of the laboratory setup is shown in Fig. 1. A full description of the
CRD-AS used in this study can be found in Abo Riziq et
al. (2007). Briefly, two plano-concave highly reflective mirrors (Los Gatos) are mounted at both ends of a stainless steel
tube. The third harmonic (355 nm) or the second harmonic
(532 nm) of an Nd:YAG laser (10 Hz, 3–6 ns, Ekspla) are introduced into the cavity through one end, the pulse of light
in the cavity bounces back and forth, and by placing a photomultiplier at the other end of the cavity, the intensity of
the light exiting the cavity is measured. The time it takes the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/5511/2012/
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Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of the laboratory setup. The bold
arrows show the aerosol flow and the dotted lines represent the
laser’s light paths. The temperature and relative humidity meters
are marked as “RH”. Abbreviations: CPC, condensation particle
counter; PMT, photomultiplier; DMA, differential mobility analyzer.

initial intensity of the light to decay to 1/e is then measured.
By measuring the empty cavity (filled only with the carrier
gas) decay time (τo ) and the decay time filled with aerosols
(τ ), the extinction coefficient (extinction = scattering + absorption) can be directly measured (Pettersson et al., 2004;
Abo Riziq et al., 2007):


L 1
1
αext =
−
(1)
cd τ τo
where L is the length of the cavity, d is the distance filled
with aerosols, and c is the speed of light.
For homogeneous spheres, the extinction coefficient (αext )
is described by:
1
αext = N σext = π ND 2 Qext
(2)
4
where σext is the extinction cross section, N is the particle
concentration, D the particle diameter, and Qext the extinction efficiency (which is the ratio of the optical extinction
cross section to the geometric area of the particle). The extinction efficiency at a given wavelength and RI is only a
function of the particle size. The particle size is normally expressed as a dimensionless size parameter (x), which is the
ratio of the particle circumference to the wavelength (λ) of
the incident light (x = πD/λ). The RI of aerosols can then
be retrieved by using Mie theory and finding the theoretical
Qext curve that best fits the measured Qext values for the different aerosol size parameters measured.
The retrieval algorithm described in Abo Rizq et al. (2007)
was used to retrieve the complex refractive indices. The algorithm simultaneously varies n and k and scans through all
physically possible values of the complex RI within a chosen
resolution until it minimizes χ 2 :
χ 2 (n, k) =

Nd
X
(Qext measured − Qext calculated (n, k))2
i

i=1

εi2

(3)

where Nd is the number of diameters measured, and ε is the
estimated error in the measurement. To estimate the retrieval
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/5511/2012/
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uncertainties in n and k (1n and 1k), it is assumed that the
standard deviations of the measurements are normally distributed, and that the values of χ 2 follow a χ 2 -distribution
for the two degrees of freedom, n and k. The algorithm returns the values of n and k that satisfy χ02 ≤ χ 2 ≤ χ02 +2.298
where the value 2.298 denotes the 1σ deviation from the minimum χ 2 (χ02 ). Miles et al. (2010) showed that the accuracy
in the retrieval of the real part of the RI has a minimum error
of −0.5 % and +0.3 %, to account for this error we’ve added
an additional 1 % error to the retrieval uncertainties.
2.2

Aerosol generation and humidification

Aerosols were generated by atomizing aqueous solutions
of the compounds of interest with a TSI constant output
atomizer (TSI-3076, 35 psi, 2.5 standard liters per minute
(SLM) flow), the aerosol population is subsequently dried
(RH < 3 %), passed through a neutralizer (TSI 3012A) to obtain an equilibrium charge distribution on the particles, and
size selected with a differential mobility analyzer (DMA, TSI
model 3081) to obtain a quasi-monodisperse particle distribution. The dry, size selected aerosols exiting the DMA were
diluted and directed to a deliquescence stage consisting of a
saturated permeable membrane at a controlled temperature
before being sampled by the CRD-AS and scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS; TSI 3080) system. Aerosol losses
were measured with polystyrene latex spheres of different
sizes (from 200 nm up to 800 nm) by placing a condensation particle counter (CPC; TSI Model 3022A) before the
CRD-AS, and comparing the particle number concentration
of this CPC with another CPC located at the end of the system; differences in particle concentration of less than 2 %
were found. To avoid temperature fluctuations in the system,
insulation was placed around the tubing, the CRD-AS, and
SMPS (represented by the shaded areas in Fig. 1). The relative humidity and temperature were measured at the exit of
the humidification stage, within the CRD-AS, and at the entrance of the sheath flow of the DMA in the SMPS system.
Measurements were only taken when all measured RH values
in the system were within 2 % (RH meter manufacture uncertainties are ±3 %RH for 10 ≤ %RH ≤ 90). Following the
deliquescence stage the aerosols’ RH dependent extinction
coefficient (αext,%RH ) was measured with the CRD-AS, and
the hygroscopic growth factor (GF) was measured with the
SMPS. The aerosol number concentrations were also measured with a CPC at the outlet of the CRD-AS.
Aerosols were measured at eight different initial mobility
diameters, from 200 to 550 nm in 50 nm steps, and two different RH values; 80 % and 90 %. The sequence of measurements was performed by first measuring the diameter of an
aerosol in a dry state (RH < 3 %), then directing the sample
flow through the humidifier, allowing the system to equilibrate at the desired RH, and repeating the measurement for
the same initial diameter. After the hydrated experiments, the
dry measurement was repeated to check the stability of the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 5511–5521, 2012
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system. To ensure experimental stability, the measurements
were repeated if the final dry extinction cross section differed
by more than 5 % from the initial one. Furthermore, to estimate the contribution from doubly charged particles, SMPS
scans of the dry polydisperse distributions entering the first
DMA were taken.
2.3

Multiple charge corrections

For each selected mobility diameter, singly and multiply
charged particles of the same mobility are also transmitted through the DMA. The multiply charged particles affect the optical measurements, leading to overestimation of
the optical extinction cross section. To reduce biases arising
from multiply charged particles we used a solution concentration of 500 mg l−1 for sizes between 200 to 300 nm, and
a 1000 mg l−1 solution for 350 to 550 nm diameter aerosol.
We measured the resulting size distributions and using the
Wiedensohler charge distribution parameterization (Wiedensohler, 1988 with subsequent erratum) found that at these
solution concentrations, between 2.7–7 % and up to 1 % of
doubly and triply charged particles, respectively exist in the
flow. These percentages were used to correct for the contribution of multiply charged particles to the total extinction at
each diameter using literature values of the complex refractive indices, when available (e.g. ammonium sulfate), and to
correct the size distributions measured by the SMPS. When
RI literature values were not available, only the size distributions were corrected. The median diameter from the corrected SMPS size distribution was taken as the measured diameter.
2.4

Hygroscopic and optical growth calculations

The hygroscopic growth is represented by the relative increase in the mobility diameter of particles due to water uptake at a specific %RH:
GF(%RH, Dry) =

D%RH (RH)
Ddry

(4)

where D%RH (RH) is the mobility diameter at a specific
%RH, and Ddry is the dry measured mobility diameter. The
growth factor (GF) of a mixture (GFmix ) can be estimated
from the GFs of the pure components and their respective
volume fractions (ε) using the Zdanovskii-Stokes-Robinson
relation (ZSR relation; Sjogren et al., 2007; Stokes and
Robinson, 1966):
!1/3
X
GFmix =
εj GF3j
(5)
j

where the subscript j represents the different substances. The
model assumes spherical particles, ideal mixing (i.e. no volume change upon mixing) and independent water uptake of
the organic and inorganic components.
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The changes of the aerosols optical properties due to hygroscopic growth is represented by the ratio of the measured
extinction coefficient (αext , Mm−1 ) at a specific %RH to the
dry measurement, expressed as:
f RHext (%RH, Dry) =

αext (%RH)
αext (Dry)

(6)

where αext (%RH) is the extinction coefficient at a specific
RH, and αext (Dry) is the extinction coefficient measured at an
RH < 3 %. Inserting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (5), the equation can be written as:
f RHext (%RH, Dry) =

N%RH Qext−%RH 2
GF
NDry Qext−dry

(7)

Three different substances were used to measure the dependence on size and degree of absorbance of the optical extinction growth, f RHext (%RH, Dry): ammonium sulfate (AS),
a purely scattering substance, was used to validate the system performance; nigrosine, an organic black dye used as a
model for highly absorbing substances; and IHSS Pahokee
Peat (Pahokee), a fulvic acid used as a model for humic-like
substances, or complex organic matter often found in aerosol
(Dinar et al., 2007). A mixture of ammonium sulfate and nigrosine at a molar ratio of 1:1 (AS:Nig), was also measured
to investigate the variation in the imaginary part of the complex refractive index.
3

System validation with ammonium sulfate

The measurements of f RHext (%RH, Dry) with the system
described above were validated with ammonium sulfate at
80 %RH. Figure 2 compares the measured f RHext (80 %RH,
Dry) in this study, to that reported by Garland et al. (2007)
and to the f RHext (80 %RH, Dry) calculated with the volume
weighted mixing rule, based on the measured GFs from the
SMPS.
To obtain the theoretical f RHext (%RH, Dry) from the
GFs the same method as described in Garland et al. (2007)
was applied. This method requires the following parameters: (1) the RI of the dry substance, (2) the GF of the substance at a specific RH, and (3) the RI of the humidified
substance. The RI of the dry AS was retrieved from the
CRD-AS measurements. The hygroscopic GF of AS was determined with humidity-controlled tandem SMPS measurements which were conducted with size-selected AS particles
to obtain their dry and humidified size distributions. Using
Eq. (3) the GF was consequently calculated. The RI of the
humidified AS was calculated using the volume weighted
mixing rule:
frac
frac
nmix = Vdry
ndry + Vwater
nwater =


3 n
3
3
Ddry
dry + Dwet − Ddry nwater
3
Dwet

(8.1)
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seen in Fig. 2 that the measured f RHext (80 %RH, Dry) values (every measured value is an average of at least 2 min with
an extinction measurement taken by the CRD every 10.1 s)
are in very good agreement with the f RHext (80 %RH, Dry)
measured by Garland et al. (2007), and with the theoretical
calculations. The measured f RHext (80 %RH, Dry) for AS is
that of singly charged particles. The contribution to the extinction cross section from doubly and triply charged particle was subtracted using a complex refractive index of AS
m = 1.52 + i0 (Petterson et al., 2004). The good agreement
between the theoretical calculations and the measured values
suggests the experimental setup is reliable.

4
Fig. 2. Measured f RHext (80 %RH, Dry) as a function of size (solid
circles) for pure ammonium sulfate. The dashed line is the exponential fit from the measurements performed by Garland et al. (2007)
for ammonium sulfate at the same RH. The shaded area is the calculated f RHext (80 %RH, Dry) range based on the growth factors
measured with the SMPS in this work.

frac
frac
kmix = Vdry
kdry + Vwater
kwater =


3 k
3 − D3
Ddry
+
D
dry
wet
dry kwater
3
Dwet

(8.2)

where Vifrac is the volume fraction of each component.
The SMPS data was used to determine the volume fraction
of water by subtracting the volume fraction of AS (known
from the diameter selected by the first DMA) from the total volume of the humidified AS particle (water + AS) known
from the (second) humidified SMPS measurements. Applying the volume weighted mixing rule for refractive indices
(Eqs. 8.1 and 8.2), with the optical properties of pure AS
and water as input, the refractive indices for the humidified
aerosol at different RH values were calculated (see Table 1).
Finally, by using Mie scattering calculations (Bohren and
Huffman, 1983), the extinction cross sections of the dry and
humidified AS aerosol at a wavelength of 532 nm were calculated with the obtained refractive indices. The ratio of the
humidified extinction cross section curve to the dry AS curve
gives the theoretical f RHext (80%RH, Dry).
The refractive indices used for AS and water at 532 nm
were m = 1.504 + i0.0 (derived from the dry measurements)
and RI of m = 1.335 + i0.0 (Daimon and Masumura, 2007),
respectively.
The reported uncertainties in the measured f RHext (%RH,
Dry) were based on the uncertainty in the RH measurements
(±3 %RH), the SMPS size distributions (∼ ±1 %), and the
uncertainty in the measured extinction coefficient from the
CRD-AS (∼ ±2 %). The GFs from each diameter were averaged to obtain a range in the theoretical calculations of
f RHext , represented by the shaded area in Fig. 2. It can be
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/5511/2012/

4.1

Results
Optical growth of humidified absorbing aerosols

The size dependence of f RHext at 80 % and 90 %RH was
studied at 532 nm and 355 nm wavelengths for substances
with different degrees of absorption. The GF values were
converted to theoretical f RHext (%RH, Dry) as described
for the 532 nm AS measurement at 80 %RH. Figure 3
shows the size dependence of f RHext (80 %RH, Dry) and
f RHext (90 %RH, Dry) for pure AS, IHSS Pahokee Peat, a
mixture of AS and nigrosine at a 1:1 molar ratio, and pure
nigrosine dye for 80 % (left) and 90 % (right) RH at 532 nm
(green full markers and patterned shaded area) and 355 nm
(blue open markers and full shaded area). The measured
growth factors obtained with the SMPS for each substance
are presented in the legend. The reported ranges for the theoretical values (shaded areas in Fig. 3) are based on the values
calculated from the lower and upper limits of the uncertainty
of the measured GFs.
The measurements for all aerosols at both RH values and
wavelengths are in good qualitative agreement with the calculations. While there are some values that lay outside the
shaded area, all substances follow the theoretical trends. The
greatest errors can be observed for the mixture of ammonium
sulfate and nigrosine at a 1:1 molar ratio. These errors can
result from the unknown structure and mixing state of the
particles after atomization. Since the volume weighted mixing rule assumes homogenously mixed aerosols, the discrepancies can indicate that in our case the mixture of AS and
nigrosine at 1:1 molar ratio is either not an entirely internal
structure or homogenous mixture.
The measurement for the Pahokee peat for 355 nm at
90 %RH could not be completed due to technical issues,
the measurement presented was performed at an RH = 95 %
(±3 %).
The ammonium sulfate measurements show that
f RHext (80 %RH, Dry) and f RHext (90 %RH, Dry) decreases with size non-monotonically. Garland et al. (2007)
parameterized AS at 80 %RH with an exponential function.
However, the theoretical calculations and measurements of
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 5511–5521, 2012
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Table 1. Measured growth factors, average volume weighted refractive indices, and retrieved refractive indices for all substances at 532 nm
and 355 nm, at 80 % and 90 %RH. The retrieved dry refractive indices are also shown.
532 nm
m = 1.504(±0.015) + i0.0(±0.028)

Dry refractive index

Ammonium sulfate

Growth Factor

Ref. Index

80 %RH

90 %RH

80 %RH

90 %RH

This study

1.44(±0.02)

1.77(±0.25)

1.44(±0.02)

1.77(±0.25)

Literature

1.46 (±0.01)a,b,c

1.69(±0.01)a,b

1.46 (±0.01)a,b,c

1.69(±0.01)a,b

% Difference

1.4

4.6

1.4

4.6

Volume
Weighted

m = 1.405(±0.02)
+ i0.0

m = 1.386(±0.02)
+ i0.0

1.402(±0.02)
+ i0.002(±0.03)

1.377(±0.02)
+ i0.001(±0.03)

Retrieved

m = 1.437(±0.044)
+ i0.02(±0.041)

m = 1.328(±0.024)
+ i0.0(±0.031)

1.42(±0.044)
+ i0.0(±0.041)

1.41(±0.054)
+ i0.0 (±0.041)

% Diff (n) + i(k)

2.2 + i200

4.3 + i0

1.3 + i200

2.4 + i200

m= 1.558(±0.005) + i0.033(±0.007)

Dry refractive index

IHSS Pahokee peat

Growth Factor

Ref. Index

AS:Nigg

Ref. Index

1.09(±0.01)

1.17(±0.02)

1.09(±0.01)

1.37(±0.02)f

Literature

1.07(±0.01)d

1.12(±0.01)d

1.07(±0.01)d

1.23(±0.01)d

% Diff

1.85

4.4

1.85

10.8

Volume
Weighted

m = 1.512(±0.019)
+ i0.025(±0.008)

m = 1.482(±0.024)
+ i0.021(±0.008)

1.497(±0.049)
+ i0.139(±0.067)

1.424(±0.048)
+ i0.07(±0.067)

Retrieved

m = 1.495(±0.021)
+ i0.053(±0.010)

m = 1.517(±0.023)
+ i0.025(±0.015)

1.578(±0.062)
+ i0.171(±0.073)

1.415(±0.059)
+ i0.064(±0.054)

% Diff (n) + i(k)

1.1 + i71

2.3 + i0

5.3 + i20

0.6 + i8.9

Nigrosine

Ref. Index

m = 1.595(±0.031) + i0.154(±0.021)

m = 1.431(±0.034) + i0.178(±0.066)

This study

1.28(±0.02)

1.45(±0.02)

1.28(±0.02)

1.45(±0.02)

Literature

1.29(±0.02)e

1.45(±0.1)e

1.29(±0.02)e

1.45(±0.1)e

% Diff

0.8

0

0.8

0

Volume
Weighted

m = 1.469(±0.031)
+ i0.073(±0.021)

m = 1.433(±0.031)
+ i0.050(±0.021)

1.388(±0.034)
+ i0.084(±0.066)

1.376(±0.034)
+ i0.058(±0.066)

Retrieved

m = 1.40(±0.024)
+ i0.086(±0.013)

m = 1.329(±0.021)
+ i0.040(±0.017)

1.402(±0.051)
+ i0.079(±0.058)

1.377(±0.063)
+ i0.087(±0.064)

% Diff (n) + i(k)

4.8 + i16

7.5 + i22

1.0 + i6

0.01 + i40

Dry refractive index
Growth Factor

m = 1.541(±0.034) + i0.18(±0.066)

This study

Dry refractive index
Growth Factor

355 nm
m = 1.507(±0.024) + i0.005(±0.025)

m = 1.626(±0.021) + i0.243(±0.023)

m = 1.568(±0.056) + i0.305(±0.171)

This study

1.12(±0.02)

1.24(±0.1)

1.12(±0.02)

1.24(±0.1)

Literature

1.15h

1.34h

1.15h

1.34h

% Diff

2.6

7.8

2.6

7.8

Volume
Weighted

m = 1.548(±0.021)
+ i0.173(±0.023)

m = 1.497(±0.021)
+ i0.127(±0.023)

1.505(±0.056)
+ i0.217(±0.171)

1.464(±0.056)
+ i0.160(±0.171)

Retrieved

m = 1.464(±0.018)
+ i0.216(±0.0141)

m = 1.504(±0.027)
+ i0.168(±0.0241)

1.542(±0.081)
+ i0.249(±0.141)

1.477(±0.072)
+ i0.145(±0.088)

% Diff (n) + i(k)

5.6 + i22

0.5 + i28

2.4 + i14

0.9 + i9.8

a Gysel et al. (2002); b Dinar et al. (2008); c Sjogren et al. (2007); d Brooks et al. (2004); e Derived using the ZSR relation; f Measurement performed at 95 %RH; g 1:1 molar ratio;
h Taken from https://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu/events/rendezvous/2007/posters/II21K.pdf.
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Fig. 3. Size dependence of (a) f RHext (80 %RH, Dry) and (b) f RHext (90 %RH, Dry), for pure ammonium sulfate (top panel; circles), IHSS
Pahokee peat (inverted triangles), the mixture of ammonium sulfate and nigrosine at 1:1 molar ratio (squares), and pure nigrosine (triangles)
at 532 nm (full green markers) and 355 nm (open blue markers). The shaded areas represent the theoretical size dependence calculated from
the measured growth factors from the SMPS. The data for the growth factors are indicated in the legend.

f RHext at both RH values show that the relationship is not
fundamentally exponential as it shows the existence of the
Mie resonance structure. Additionally, the f RHext (80 %RH,
Dry) and f RHext (90 %RH, Dry) values at 532 nm are
greater than at 355 nm. The weak spectral dependence of
AS on wavelength might incorrectly lead to expect the same
f RHext ( %RH, Dry) curve for both wavelengths. These
differences are attributed to the shape of the Mie curves
and to the fact that the size parameters (x = πD/λ) for
the diameters measured are larger at λ = 355 nm than at
λ = 532 nm. For purely scattering substances, the extinction
efficiency increases rapidly with size for size parameters
smaller than 3, and the slope of this increase is steeper as
the real part of the RI is larger. At 355 nm, the initial dry
diameters measured have a greater extinction efficiency than
at 532 nm, making f RHext (%RH, Dry) smaller at 355 nm
than at 532 nm.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/5511/2012/

We also observe in Fig. 3 that the f RHext dependence
on size changes from having a non-monotonic decrease with
size for purely scattering substances to practically no dependence for absorbing substances. This can also be attributed
to the shape of the Mie curves; the extinction efficiency for
purely scattering substances increases rapidly as the size increases, causing the observed size dependence. However, as
the imaginary component increases, the value of Qext for the
smaller sizes also increases. An example of this can be seen
in Fig. 4, where the value of Qext for 200 nm diameter is
smaller for the Pahokee peat (k ≈ 0.05) than for nigrosine
(k ≥ 0.17). In addition, the resonance peaks typical of purely
scattering substances are damped with the increase of the
imaginary component. The combination of the increase in
Qext for the smaller sizes and the damping of the resonance
peaks for higher imaginary component, cause f RHext for absorbing substances to have practically no size dependence.
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Fig. 4. Extinction efficiency vs. size at 80 %RH for (A) Pahokee
peat and (B) Nigrosine aerosol. The open circles represent the measured Qext,80%RH . The dotted line is the Qext curve for the retrieved RI from the Qext,%RH measurements. The solid line shows
the calculated Qext curve assuming homogeneous mixing and using a volume weighted mixing rule. The shaded area is the range
derived from the measured GF uncertainty. The solid squares represent the Qext values calculated assuming a core-shell structure.

4.2

Validation of the volume weighted optical
mixing rule

Figure 3 shows, in general, good qualitative agreement between measurements and theoretical calculations using the
measured GFs, assuming homogenous mixing, and using the
volume weighted mixing rule to calculate the corresponding complex refractive indices. A quantitative analysis was
done by comparing the RI values obtained from the CRD-AS
measurements with various Mie-theory based models that
assume different mixing states or structures. These calculations may serve as a further verification of the commonly
used assumption of homogenously mixed particles at high
%RH values. To retrieve the RI from the CRD-AS measurements, the extinction efficiency of the humidified aerosols
(Qext-%RH ) was calculated from the measured GF and the extinction coefficient at every diameter. By knowing the value
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 5511–5521, 2012

of Qext at different diameters for internally mixed aerosols,
a refractive index can be retrieved (Lang-Yona et al., 2009;
Pettersson et al., 2004; Abo Riziq et al., 2007). Figure 4
shows two examples of the results of the complex RI derivation and comparison performed. Four sets of data of Qext
versus size at 532 nm and 80 %RH for the IHSS Pahokee
Peat and nigrosine aerosol are presented: (1) the measured
Qext,80%RH values obtained by the CRD-AS and the calculated D80%RH = GF · Ddry , (2) the complex RI retrieved from
the Qext,80%RH measurements, using the method described
in Abo Riziq et al. (2007), (3) the Qext curve for the complex RI calculated assuming homogeneous mixing and applying a volume weighted mixing rule (the shaded area represent the range from the lower and upper limits of the uncertainty of the measured GFs); where the RI for the Pahokee peat and nigrosine aerosols were retrieved from the
measurements of the dry aerosol, and the RI value used for
water at 532 nm was m = 1.335 + i0.0 (Daimon and Masumura, 2007), and (4) the Qext values assuming a core-shell
structure for each measured diameter. The same analysis was
performed for the other aerosols at both RH values and for
both wavelengths. The RI used for water at 355 nm was
m = 1.349+i0.0 (Daimon and Masumura, 2007). The results
are summarized in Table 1, which also shows a comparison
with literature growth factor values (when available), ZSR relation calculations, and the percent difference among the different measurements. The data in the table is presented in order of increasing degree of absorption of the proxy aerosols,
from AS (no absorption) to Pahokee Peat to AS:Ng 1:1 and
to pure nigrosine (highly absorbing). The retrieved complex
refractive indices for most substances at both RH values are
in good agreement with the calculated complex RI from the
volume weighted averages; the real part of the RIs are within
7.5 % of each other. There are greater differences in the imaginary parts. However, most values lie within the measurement
errors.
For the IHSS Pahokee peat and nigrosine aerosols, there
is an overestimation of the retrieved imaginary part with respect to the calculated one with the volume weighted mixing rule at both wavelengths and RH values. Both substances
have a small GF (GF(80 %) = 1.09 and GF(90 %) = 1.17 for
Pahokee peat, and GF(80 %) = 1.12 and GF(90 %) = 1.24 for
nigrosine), which raises the question of their internal structures after humidification. It is not clear whether there is a
complete dissolution or whether a small shell of water forms
around the particles forming a core-shell structure. To explore whether there could be an optical distinction for Pahokee peat and nigrosine, the extinction efficiency as a function
of size parameter was calculated separately for each case.
For the homogenously mixed case, Qext-homogeneous was calculated with the RI obtained from the volume weighted mixing rule. For the core-shell structure, Qext-core-shell was calculated using the diameter measured after humidification as
the total diameter, and the dry diameter selected by the first
DMA as the core diameter. The RI of the core was taken
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/5511/2012/
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shrunk making our original assumptions of size and complex
RI incorrect. Unfortunately, with the precision of the experiments performed in this study it is not possible to examine
this hypothesis. However, we do observe from Figs. 4 and 5
that if an aerosol with a GF < 1.15 is assumed to be homogenously mixed, when in reality its internal structure resembles a core-shell, it will result in an underestimation of the
imaginary part of the complex refractive index when the RI
is calculated with the volume weighted mixing rule.
5

Fig. 5. The ratio of Qext-core-shell to Qext-homogeneous as a function
of size parameter for Pahokee peat (circles) and nigrosine (triangles) at 532 nm (green) and 355 nm (blue) at 80 % and 90 %RH.
The growth factors for the two substances at 80 % and 90 %RH are
shown in the legend for comparison.

from the dry measurements, and the RI of water was used
for the RI of the shell. The codes by Liu et al. (2007a)
and Bohren and Hoffmann (1983) were used to calculate
Qext-core-shell and Qext-homogeneous , respectively. Lastly, the
ratio of Qext-core-shell to Qext-homogeneous was calculated and
plotted as a function of size parameter for both wavelengths
in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5 at 80 %RH, where the Pahokee peat
and nigrosine particles only grew 9 % and 12 %, respectively, there is less than a 5 % difference between the values obtained with a core-shell structure and those obtained
by assuming homogenous mixture for size parameters less
than 2.5. For 90 %RH, the differences between the core-shell
structure and a homogeneously mixed particle are more noticeable, with up to a 7 % difference for the Pahokee peat. A
clear distinction between the two mixing assumptions can be
observed at size parameters greater than 3 with lower Qext
values for a core-shell structure than for a homogeneously
mixed case.
Therefore, the nigrosine measurements shown in Fig. 4b,
indicate that the difference between the measurements (open
circles) and the homogeneous mixing assumption (solid line)
is greater at larger size parameters than the core-shell calculation (red solid symbols); which suggest a core-shell structure.
However, the measured Qext still differs from the core-shell
and homogeneous model at the intermediate sizes for nigrosine and it also does not seem to explain adequately the results for Pahokee peat at 80 %RH and 532 nm (Fig. 4a). Thus
we cannot conclusively say whether the core shell model explains fully the result. There is the possibility that partial
dissolution of nigrosine or Pahokee peat dissolved into the
surrounding water, causing the “coating” to be slightly absorbing. At the same time, the size of the “core” will have
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/5511/2012/

Conclusions

From the laboratory measurements, we see that f RHext at
80 % and 90 %RH could be modeled using Mie theory, the
hygroscopic growth factor, and the dry refractive indices of
the water soluble absorbing aerosols; there is good agreement
between measured and modeled f RHext values as a function
of size. We also observe that the f RHext dependence on size
changes from having a non-monotonic decrease with size
for purely scattering substances to practically no dependence
for absorbing substances with an imaginary part greater than
zero.
Moreover, the small discrepancies between the retrieved
complex RI from direct measurements at 355 and 532 nm and
the complex RI calculated from the volume weighted mixing
rule suggest that the volume weighted mixing rule is a good
approximation for water soluble aerosols at high RH conditions, especially for substances with GF > 1.15. The difference between the derived and calculated real parts of the
complex RIs were less than 7.5 % for all substances, wavelengths, and RH values. The obtained imaginary parts for
the retrieved and calculated RIs were, in general, in good
agreement with each other, and well within the measurement
errors of retrieval from pulsed CRD spectroscopy measurements. On the other hand, the homogenous mixture assumption for particles with small GF (less than 1.15) needs to be
taken with caution. The discrepancies between the measured
Qext and the modeled Qext using the volume weighted mixing rule, for the low GF substances, Pahokee peat and nigrosine, could not be explained by assuming a core-shell structure with a “pure” substance core and a “pure” water shell.
We hypothesize that partial dissolution of the core could
make the “coating” slightly absorbing, and shrink the core
size of the particle. However, the results show that if a homogeneous mixing is assumed for GF < 1.15 the imaginary part
of the complex RI can be underestimated.
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